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Abstract: Biologically inspired design is an engineering synthesis approach for artificial
systems that are conceptually inspired from biology. Its premise is the creation of
unconventional mechanical solutions that have the potential to outperform classical
engineering designs. In the field of flying micro robots, bioinspired design principles such
as flapping wing flight or optical flow based navigation are often employed but it is not
always clear where exactly and how the biological systems act as a source of
inspiration. In this talk, I will formalize successful bioinspired design strategies in the
perspective of flying micro robot development. For illustration, I will present a number of
bio-inspired robotic case studies that focus on multi-modal locomotion that can greatly
improve the mobile capabilities of micro robots in rough terrain. I will also give an
overview on the implications of the insights from our robotics research on biological
questions related to multi-modal locomotion in evolutionary biology.
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